
1.2 THE LANGUAGES AT FITZROY CROSSING

The English-based language spoken by Aborigines in the Kimberley area of

Western Australia has been mentioned in the literature by several writers

from at least as far back as the 1950's. It has been referred to as

Pidgin or Pidgin English (Kaberry 1939, Eraser and Richards 1975, Hudson

and Richards 1976, Eraser 1977 and Vaszolyl 1979), 'so-called Pidgin

English' (Douglas 1976:14), close to a 'true Creole' (Kaldor and Malcolm

1979:412), Creole (Sandefur and Sandefur 1980) and Kriol (Sandefur 1982)

In a recent report of a survey of pidgin and Creoles in the Kimberleys,

the Sandefurs conclude that it is 'the same Creole language as that

spoken in the Roper River and Bamy i i i areas of Northern Territory, i.e.

Kriol ' (1980:35).'* From my own study 1 conclude that there are two

different English-based varieties spoken in the Fitzroy Crossing area,

one basically the same as Kriol spoken in the Northern Territory and
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the other a pidgin of uncertain origin, 1 have attempted to isolate
the Fitzroy Valley dialect of Krioj and in later chapters describe
features of that dialect only, thus excluding both the pidgin of the
same area and Kriol spoken elsewhere.

In order to identify Kriol in the Fitzroy Valley, i first present de-
tails of the rather complex language situation of the area. There are
many languages spoken in the town of Fitzroy Crossing including several
traditional languages, two varieties of a p idg in/creol e type and several
varieties of English. The last mentioned are spoken by the Europeans,
many of whom have recently arrived and have come from a wide variety of
different social and educational backgrounds, as well as the old timers
who have been around for many years and who speak a colloquial outback
variety of Australian English. These English varieties will not be
referred to again but deserve mention at this point as they are an
essential part of the linguistic picture in the town.

The valleys of the Fitzroy River and Christmas Creek form a natural
boundary between the Great Sandy Desert and the Kimberley area. The
Aborigines who lived in these areas before European contact belonged to
different language families. Those who lived in the desert immediately
south of the Fitzroy River and Christmas Creek spoke languages of the
Pama-Nyungan family, Walmajarri and Mangaria; and those of the river
country were speakers of non-Pama-Nyungan languages, Bunaba, Gunian,
and Nyigina.^ There was probably very little, if any, peaceful contact
between the desert and the river country people at that time. This is

reflected today in a continuing rivalry and at times animosity among
the youth and children of the Fitzroy Crossing area who have divided
into two opposing groups. Those descendants of the northern tribes,
Bunaba and Gunian, are sometimes referred to as the Gramagrama (from

'man' in Bunaba) and those from the desert tribes and Nyigina are known

by the somewhat unexpected name of Riversidemob, Among the residents
of Fitzroy Crossing today, one can find speakers of each of the languages
mentioned above. Bilingual ism and mu 1 1 i I i ngua 1 i sm is common among adults
though those from the desert have rarely learned the language of the
river people and the river people rarely are bilingual in a desert
language. The exception to this is in cases of intermarriage.

The two varieties of p i dg i n/creole-type were noted also by Eraser who
describes their distribution as 'one used by adults without formal
schooling and with an Aboriginal first language; and the other as the
first language of the children* (p. 145). The children she refers to
and who provided her with data in 1974 have since become adults so that

the dialect she described is the one now spoken by young adults as well

as children. For ease of reference I will call the speech analysed by

Eraser Kriol and the other variety Adult Pidgin, reserving the unquali-
fied terms Creole and pidgin for more general reference.



In Figure 1.2 I have , attempted to present the situation graphical ly.

The size of the circles indicates very approximately the proportion of

speakers in the community who speak the languages indicated. The num-

bers represent linguistic groupings as defined in the list below the

diagram. Overlapping of circles represents the amount of bidirectional
biiingualism between the groups. English is separated because bi I ingu-

a I i sm is un id i recti ona
I

, i ,e. many Kr iol speakers have I earned Eng I ish

but the number of English speakers who have learned one of the others
is so small as to not show up on a scale such as this. The shaded area

represents the Adult Pidgin which is a second language to almost all.

Its overlap with Kriol is unspec i

f

iabi e from present knowledge as in-

dicated by the dotted line at the edge of the shaded area.

1,3 HISTORICAL SKETCH OF ADULT PIDGIN

Historical evidence of Adult Pidgin is insufficient to prove exactly
how or when it arrived in the Kimberleys, but the facts support my

hypothesis that the two English-based languages have come into the

Fitzroy Valley at different times and possibly from different sources.

The Kimberley district was settled from two different directions.

Areas in the east, present day towns of Wyndham, Kununurra and Halls

Creek were settled by Europeans coming from the east of the continent

in the 1880's. The leaders in this were the Durack family who brought

cattle and set up the Argyle and Ivanhoe stations on the Ord River and

soon after them others came to look for gold around Hal Is Creek. The

West Kimberley was opened up for settlement after the explorations of

Alexander Forrest in 1879 and settled by people coming from the south

(Perth). They brought sheep and the first station established was

Yeeda belonging to the Murray Sguatting Company. The Earl of Kimberley

was Secretary of State for the Colonies at the time. The towns of

Broome and Derby were gazetted in 1883, Charles MacDonald, who came

from the east, explored further south and west than others had done and

set up the Fossil Downs Station not far from the present town of

Fitzroy Crossing, midway between Derby and Halls Creek. The settlement

at Fitzroy Crossing was apparently declared a town about 1904 but not

gazetted for some years after.

^

It could have been these early settlers and their workers who brought

pidgin into the Kimberleys. Another possibility is that it was brough*'

in later by groups of Aborigines who migrated west in circumstances

such as those described by Shaw (1979:265). After two generations of

contact between Aboriginal civilisation and European settlement there

was much conflict around the Victoria River area of the Northern

Territory. Aborigines began moving away from this unhappy situation,

mainly to the east but some moved to the west and the relative peace o1

the Durack stations in the East Kimberley. The presence of an English-

based language is not mentioned by Shaw.
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FIGURE 1.2

1, Kriol speakers

2, non-Pama-Nyungan language speakers bilingual in Adult Pidgin

3, Pama-Nyungan language speakers bilingual in Adult Pidgin

4, Bilinguals in non-Pama-Nyungan and Pama-Nyungan languages

5, Bilinguals in non-Pama-Nyungan languages and Kriol

6, Bilinguals in Pama-Nyungan languages and Kriol

7

,

English
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The most specific early references to the English in use by Kimberley

Aborigines are in Kaberry's writings of the 1930's. She wrote about

the languages in use around Halls Creek, and in the Fitzroy River and

Christmas Creek area. In 1937 she said that the majority of Aborigines

on cattle stations at that time spoke good idiomatic English although

elsewhere in the article she gives a quote which reads more like pidgin.

In 1939 she said, 'The natives have been in contact with the whites for

over forty years; they are remarkably fluent in a pidgin-English which

differs from that current in New Guinea, and approximates much more

closely to spoken Engl ish ' (1939:x) . Although she gives no hint as to

the source of the pidgin she does imply that it had been in the area

for some time before her arrival there in 1935. Another author who

makes passing reference to the presence of pidgin early in the century

is Biskup who gives an anecdote about the lack of communication between

police and Aborigines (1973:33). I have been unable to find any ref-

erence in the literature to the language brought by those who came from

Perth, but some of the old people who grew up in the Fitzroy Valley

claim that they learned 'proper' English from the whites then. They

contrast it sharply with Kriol spoken today.

The historical facts above suggest that pidgin came into the Kimberleys

from the east. On the other hand, Vaszoiyi presents a very different

picture. He supports the view that Aborigines in the Fitzroy River

area learned English from the settlers rather than pidgin and at the

same time suggests that a pidgin came to the Kimberleys through the port

towns. Describing the origins of Pidgin English in Australia, he says

that it probably spread Mn and from North Australian coastal settle-

ments' but in reference to the Kimberleys specifically he imples that
I

instead of spreading inland it remained in use only in the coastal

towns. He says, ' Inland-bound people who spent most of their time on

stations with cattle as stockmen or farmhands would not normally speak

much Pidgin: apparently, they acquired some sort of an English from the

colonial masters rather than Pidgin. It gives one the impression that

the presence of Asian ethnic minorities and European seafarers in North

Australian settlements contributed greatly to the spread of Pidgin'

(1976;52f). It seems that Vaszoiyi is describing a coastal Kimberley

pidgin rather than a general Kimberley pidgin. I find no indication

that he is aware of the situation in Fitzroy Crossing today for again

in 1979 he writes about pidgin in the Kimberleys with reference only

to the coastal towns. He also comments that there are now very few

Aborigines who could not speak some English with or without an Aborig-

inal accent (1979:254f). Yet another possible influence which needs

to be considered is that of the Macassans who are reported to have

visited the Kimberleys in the 19th Century (Urry and Walsh 1979:22).

Although the origins of pidgin in the Kimberleys are uncertain, we can

establish from Kaberry that one was in use in the Fitzroy Crossing area
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in the 1930's. This must have been the same as the Adult Pidgin spoken
today and would have been learned by the desert dwellers who began
moving in the 1940^s from the Great Sandy Desert in the south. The
Walmajarri people had made contact with those on stations south of the
Fitzroy River and along Christmas Creek and began moving north to them
during the Second World War. They were followed some years later by
another group, the Yulbaridja or Wangkatjungka who came from further
south and moved in beside the Walmajarri people. The friendly contact
between these two groups is obvious from the high degree of inter-
marriage and bilingual ism among them. One of these desert men, who made
his first white contacts as a boy of about 12 in the 1940's and who is

now fluent in both Kriol and English, told me that they had to learn
pidgin in order to talk to the whites. (This would seem to be the case
since they had no need of it among their own communities on the stations.)

As contact between the station Aborigines in the south and those north
of Fitzroy Crossing (at that time Bunaba and Gunian) became more fre-
quent, the pidgin would have become needful among Aborigines as well as

with whites. However there is I ittle doubt that, except for a few fam-
iiies living in the town, the traditional languages still predominated
in the camp situation of all tribal groups until the 1950's- It ap-
pears that this was not the case in Halls Creek where Kriol had become
an established language by the 1940's for most of the Aboriqlna!
commun ity

.

1 .4 ENTRANCE OF KRIOL

In the 1950^5 several changes occurred which had far reaching effects
on the languages of the area. In 1952 the United Aborigines Mission
was established at Fitzroy Crossing. Soon after they set up a hostel

for Aboriginal children from the surrounding stations who would attend
school in the town (then run by the Mission). The first Government
school in the area was established at nearby Gogo station in 1957, These
two schools set out to teach English and the hostel management, according
to reports from some who were children there, established a rule that
children were forbidden to speak their TA language while at the hostel

(see Appendix 1 -Text E) . At this stage probably all but the town child-
ren spoke their parents' language and knew a little Adult Pidgin. These
town children, whose parents worked for whites at one of the few estab-
lishments in the town—Post Office, Police Station, Hospital, Hotel or
Mission—had by this time apparently lost any traditional language and

were speaking only Adult Pidgin, though their parents retained fluency
in other languages. Evidence of this different behaviour of town
children is seen in a small number of people in their later 30's who
claim to have never learned a TA language and who all grew up in the
town

.



And so the stage was set for the children of the area to develop as

bi Unguals, learning English at school and hostel and continuing to

use and develop their skills in the TA languages during holiday times.

Alternatively, as they were from a variety of language backgrounds,

they could have developed a new lingua franca among themselves which

would be acceptable to the English-speaking staff. Before there

was time for either of these to develop, a truckload of Aborigines

arrived from Halls Creek whose common language was Kriol.

The hostel children were in immediate and direct contact with these new

arrivals so learned Kriol from them. The history of the migration

(except for reference to language) has been documented by Biskup (pp. 100-

106). In 1910 the Government established a cattle station which served

as an Aboriginal ration station at Moola Bulla near Halls Creek and the

next year another at Violet Valley. These were set up to provide a

regular supply of meat to Aborigines and so stop them spearing the
settlers' cattle. When Moola Bulla passed out of the hands of the

'

Government into private ownership in 1955, the large number of Aborigines

was not desirable on the station so many were put on a truck and sent |

to Fitzroy Crossing to the ration station there which was administered
on behalf of the Government by United Aborigines Mission. Testimony

from both groups, those resident at Fitzroy Crossing at the time and

those who arrived in the truck and have since returned to the east, are

in agreement that this was the means of introducing Kriol to Fitzroy

Crossing. Because the children were In the hostel and school It was

they who were most influenced by this new language/dialect rather than

their parents on the stations who already spoke Adult Pidgin.

The language spoken by adults today varies with the Individual, Based
on the above information, we can ascertain that those who speak Kriol

should be in the age group of 40 years or less, i.e. those who were
under 14 years and so at primary school in 1955 or since that time. As

many older children In those early years did not attend school at all,

I believe 35 is a more realistic upper limit of those who speak Kriol,
It is, of course, not a clear-cut issue as there are those over 35 who
speak it and those under 35 who barely control It. Most of those over
35, who came from south of the river and whose contact with station
life has been recent (since 1930's), speak the Adult Pidgin often be-
lieving it to be English. Those of longer contact, mainly from Bunaba,
Gunian and Nyiglna tribes, are able to speak a variety much closer to
English. Kriol, the product of the hostel and school environment, has
no doubt had an influence on the Adult Pidgin but such details have
been beyond the scope of this work. Excerpts from three Adult Pidgin
texts are given In Appendix 2,
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For the purpose of this description I define the Fitzroy Valley dialect
of Kriol as the language of Aborigines born since 1945 who live in the
town of Fitzroy Crossing and its satellite station communities. For
many it is a primary language and for others a secondary language. In

using these terms I am following Muhlhausler (1974:13). The primary
language is the one best mastered by a bil ingual in contrast to other
languages which are secondary. Because Kriol was the second language
learned by many, yet is now the one they control best, terms such as
first language or mother tongue would only lead to confusion.

Since Kriol arrived at Fitzroy Crossing, there has been limited contact
with the Kriol speakers in the Halls Creek area because medical and
other services are linked westward with the port town of Derby rather
than with Halts Creek which is further inland. For the last decade a

sealed road has also encouraged contact with Derby. One of the effects
of this has been that Kriol in Fitzroy Crossing has developed somewhat
independently under constant Influence of English through the schools
and traditional languages In the camps.

I have no formal evidence that Kriol has extended west of Fitzroy
Crossing area except as it Is used in Derby by those who visit there
from the east. Vaszolyi's references (1976, 1979) to a coastal Pidgin

indicate that Krioi had not then reached Derby or Broome, The work

done by Ka I dor and Malcolm also suggests that it has not moved further

west. Their data is from the whole State and they say, *A speech
variety which comes closest to a 'true creole': is spoken in the cen-

tral and east Kimberleys' (1979:412). Several features are noted by

them as being typical of the Kimberleys and examples given are all

from the central and eastern Kimberley towns. Among these creole fea-

tures are the prepositions la and gotta (their spelling), trans-
itive verbal suffix -Im as well as the pronoun system. Unfortunately,
because of the limited scope of this monograph and the time available,

I was not able to include any comparison with speech in use today at

Hails Creek, Derby or Broome.

1 .5 ATTITUDES TO KRIOL

Until recently the attitude of almost all in the Kimberleys was that
Kriol was a form of English to be despised. Various adjectives have

been used to describe it—rubbish, broken, bastardised, corrupt—all
with negative connotations. The situation is by no means limited to

Kriol: indeed similar terms have been used of pidgins and Creoles the

world over (Hancock 1977:277). Those who speak Kriol as their primary

language have apparently shared this view, and as soon as they mastered

English in school they quickly learned to code-switch, using English
with English speakers and Kriol among themselves. The result of this
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was that whites generally only heard natural Kriol from the children
who were still too young to know the difference between it and English.

During my 14 years in the area I have witnessed attitudes of both white
and black and have seen the very fast changes that have taken place
in language attitudes and use. While sifting through old data recently
1 was able to construct a linguistic history sketch of two sis+ers.
M... was born in 1968 and P... in 1971 so that 1 have known them all

their lives. Their parents speak several traditional languages as well

as Adult Pidgin. In the early 1970's when M... was in the early grades
of school both these girls spoke mainly Kriol with some Walmajarrl, and
were probably not aware of the Kriol /Eng I ish distinction. By 1978 M. .

,

at 10 years had been at school for several years and was beginning to
speak some English. Her language sensitivity had been aroused and she
realised that English was different from what she spoke and that English
was held up as the desirable goal. In a conversation with both girls
recorded on tape in 1978, M... tried her best to speak English, while
P... at 7 years was speaking uninhibited Kriol. Later, this year (1981)j
M. . . had reached reasonable proficiency in English through her formal
education while P... was now at the stage of knowing enough English to
reach for it as her goai in speech with whites. Recorded stories from
them both this year revealed that P... is now striving for English
while M..., now reasonably secure in both languages, was easily able to
switch from English to Kriol and did so quite consciously. When P. .

.

realised that 1 not only approved of Kriol but actually was trying to
speak it, she soon lost her reservations with me and spoke in Kriol too.

1.5.1 AN IDENTITY LANGUAGE

Knowledge of Kriol is a sign of identity with the community and it is

expected that Aborigines will speak Kriol with each other and English
with whites if they can. Several young men have married women from the
south of W.A, where there is no Kriol spoken. These women speak English!
but have learned Kriol since moving north and were able and willing to
give Kriol stories on tape. One of their husbands who has an excellent
command of English said to me, 'When my wife first came she used to make
me really ashamed. She could only talk like a 'wh i tefel I a ' . Now she's

,

learning to talk like a 'b I ackf el I a * .
* A young woman confirmed the

i

attitude of not using English among themselves saying that, ' It's not
okay for blacks to speak English to each other. * She recounted an
experience where she was speaking to a white woman using English and her
friends nearby were laughing at her, making fun of her for speaking
'high' English, a sign of snobbery. On the other hand, there seems to
be no objection to accepted whites speaking Kriol. Among those adults
who belong to the under 35 year age group and who speak Kriol as their
primary language, I found none who disapprove of it being studied or
wr I tten.
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The conscious awareness of the difference between Kriol and English

showed up in some stories recorded during fieldwork. Several times

after t had requested a story in Kriol from someone who didnH know me

well, they started speaking in English. Those standing nearby, seeing

that the wrong variety was being used, would call out corrections.

Here are some examples taken from transcribed texts. The first two in-

volved girls of 12 and 9 years respectively.

2x12 year old girls:

A. One day when we saw a snake -

B. Tok diskainwan, 'Mela bin siyim sneik, ' Laik wotkain wilat

tokin.

'Say it like this, "..•" the way we all talk.'

2x9 year old girls:

A. We went to -

B. /Va. Nat laiyet. ' Mipala bin go -'

'No. Not I ike that. "..."'

These are In contrast to a 'light' variety of Kriol which is quite

acceptable to all. The main features that identified these speakers as

using English were the form of the verb and intonation: monotone with

a slight pause between words and with even stress on each word. In

editing one text for inclusion in Appendix 1 my informant removed the

English element by changing all occurrences of 'with' to garra 'didn'

to neba. The next example is a mother correcting her son who is 9

years old.

Son. Wi bin go la Debi en Denyul en mi bin hev a heyakat.

'We went to Derby and Daniel and me had a haircut.'

Mo. Mi en Denyul bin abam heyakat.

The next example is not a correction but illustrates that some 8 year

olds (A) are able to clearly differentiate between the two languages.

The comments were addressed to me (B) in an informal situation.
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A. Wen i bin kam from Nosmin, i bin tokin^ 'Come on girls let's

go to the store, ' en wen is sista bin kraying, 'Come on

Roslyn let's get some more stuff,' Nat tudei .

'When she came from Norseman, she used to talk like this,
".,." and when her sister would cry she would say, "..,"

But not now.

'

B. Tudei wot i sei?

'How does she talk now?'

A. I tok blekfelawei ,

'She talks Kriol .'

B. Det gudwei blekfelawei?

'Is Kriol a good way to talk?'

A. Ya, Bat samting sweya ting laika rud ting.

'Yes, but there are rude swear words.'

Those whose primary language is a traditional one also switch codes
between Adult Pidgin and their TA language. I was able to document an
example of this when out hunting one day with a group of women and
children. The women are all Walmajarri speakers who are able to use
Adult Pidgin (or Kriol). During the day, the talk between them was all

in Walmajarri but If addressing children they used Adult Pidgin pro-
vided the conversation was controlled. If a reprimand was needed or a

command had to be shouted Walmajarri took o\/er for all three; and the
children, who speak only Kriol, all understood. In flowing Walmajarri
speech sometimes a clause in Adult Pidgin would be used to paraphrase
one In Walmajarri

—

possibly a means of emphasis.

1.5.2 A REJECTED LANGUAGE

Kriol continues to be rejected by most for whom it is not their
primary language. Some older Aborigines reject it. When offered a cop^
of a story written in Kriol, one man indignantly remarked, 'We don't
talk that language, we talk English like the whites do. You have to go
to New Guinea for that. We don't say langa all the time.' In all
honesty it must be said that this man does not speak Kriol but his own
approximation of English as he strives to learn It as a second language
Aborigines generally were influenced toward greater acceptance of Kriol;

by the Sandefurs when they visited the area In 1979. They alerted
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people to the fact that Krioi is spoken in distant places, by adults as

well as children. They also brought the news that Krioi is approved of

in the Northern Territory enough, not only to write it, but to use it in

the school at Bamyi I i

.

The strongest criticisms of writing Krioi (which implies giving it

status as a 'true' language) have come from monolingual whites, or from

Aborigines who speak English and for whom Kriot is not their primary

language. Many of these make reference to 'teaching the people another

language when they should be learning English'. The comment reveals

that they consider Krioi and English to be mutually exclusive and have

failed to realise the possibility of bilingualism. These critics
would no doubt be displeased to hear that in the eyes of some older
Aborigines, Krioi is taught at school. Such attitudes are by no means

restricted to Australians; similar situations are described in many

countries where Creoles are spoken. DeCamp says of Creoles that ' if

the equivalent European language is also the standard language of the

community, the Creole is especially unlikely to be granted status as a

real language' (1971a:26). Labov, writing about black children in the

U.S.A,, speaks of the poor understanding educationists have of the nature

of language when they treat children who speak non-standard dialects as

if they have 'no language of their own' (1972:202).

It is of interest to note that the recently formed Aboriginal Languages

Association at its inaugural meeting in Alice Springs in February 1981,

made the following statement about Krioi (quoted from their Newsletter):

'There are many Aboriginal languages. As well as the ancient languages,

there are new Aboriginal languages such as Krioi and Torres Strait

Broken which has been spoken in some areas for up to four generations

and various forms of Aboriginal English which are vigorous. They are

languages in their own right. '

1.5.3 SOCIOLiNGUISTIC SUMMARY

The situation, so briefly described above, indicates the need for a

full sociol inguistic study in the Fitzroy Crossing area. It has not been

included here being outside the scope of the project and because of the

lack of time and finance. From my observations it appears that bilingu-

alism, code-switching and the so-called post-creole continuum relate

directly to the degree of English education of individuals. Those who

have been right through the primary and high school systems have a good

command of English and Krioi and are confidently bilingual. (Many also

control a TA language.) Those still at Primary School and those who

are adults but were unable to complete their schooling for some reason,

as well as adults over 35 years generally do not control English and

their English-based speech varies part-way along a continuum between
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Kriol and English. They adjust their speech as close to the standard

as they are able when talking to whites and back towards Kriol (or switch
into a TA language) when with their own countrymen. There is a group
iDonol ingual in Kriol also. These are the pre-school children and those
in the lower grades of school who have not yet learned the difference
between Kriol and English. C. Young, in an unpublished thesis, finds
similar divisions in the Belize Creole community. There they are
based not on education alone but also on occupation: school teachers
and second generation civil servants are confidently bilingual in Creole
and English, manual labourers are monolingual in Creole and first gen-
eration civil servants, who are in between, are partially bilingual with
a continuum between their Creole and English.
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